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The radiation environment in the atmosphere at altitudes used in civil
aviation is a result of the interactions of the primary cosmic radiation with the
magnetosphere and the atmosphere of the earth. Because of these interactions,
the intensity and composition of the radiation field varies both with altitude and
with latitude. There are also changes resulting from variations in the solar
component of the cosmic radiation.

The galactic component of the cosmic radiation at the top of the Earth's
atmosphere consists of about 85% protons, 12% helium ions, 1% heavier ions and
2% electrons. At higher energies (greater than a few hundred MeV) the energy
distribution follows a power law of steeply decreasing numbers at higher
energies. However, the energies of single ions range up to 1020 eV.
Superimposed on this radiation flux is the solar component, which is made up of
approximately equal numbers of protons and electrons of much lower energies
than the galactic component and therefore mostly absorbed in the upper
atmosphere. This is often termed the solar wind and it produces a magnetic field
which affects the intensity of the radiation in the earth's atmosphere, causing a
reduction at the period of solar maximum activity. The solar component varies
with the 11 year solar cycle.

Solar flares also occur occasionally and these produce particles which are
energetic enough to affect the radiation field at altitudes of interest to civil
aviation.

When this radiation flux encounters the magnetic field of the Earth, some
of the lower energy particles will be deflected away; this effect will be less for
particles approaching the atmosphere vertically at the Earth's magnetic poles and
greatest for particles approaching at the equator. When the primary radiation
enters the atmosphere, there will be collisions with atoms giving rise to baryons
and mesons and these interactions will become more complex as the particles and
the reaction products penetrate deeper into the atmosphere. As a result of these
effects the radiation intensity and composition varies with altitude, with latitude
and with time.

The variation of intensity and hence of ionisation with altitude was first
studied in 1912 by Hess, who flew an ionisation chamber in a balloon flight and
found that the ionisation chamber current decreased with altitude for the first few
hundred metres and then steadily increased. More recent work has found the
variation to be as shown on Figure 1, with a maximum known as the
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Pfotzer maximum occurring at about 20 km altitude. At the earth's surface , the
bulk of the radiation flux is composed of muons with neutrons playing a lesser
though still important role. As altitude increases, electrons increase in
importance and so do neutrons and protons, while muons steadily decrease in
significance. At very high altitudes, helium nuclei (alpha particles) and other
heavier nuclei also increase in intensity. In the context of radiation dose, these
particles and the neutron flux can be of considerable importance.

From the point of view of health effects, radiation dose is the most
important consequence of the radiation fields at aviation altitudes. Directly
ionising radiation and neutrons deliver energy to the tissue through which they
pass. The absorbed dose is defined as the energy absorbed per unit mass and
when this is multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor to allow for the
differing ionisation intensities along the track and summed over the different
kinds of radiation present, the resulting quantity is called the equivalent dose.
When the equivalent doses for different body organs are multiplied by the
appropriate tissue weighting factors for the organ concerned and summed for the
whole body, the resulting quantity is called the effective dose.

Equivalent dose and effective dose are the two commonest quantities used
in radiation protection and are extensively used by the International Commission
on Radiological Protection in their recommendations. In Europe, the Directive
on Basic Standards of Radiation Protection is the principle document underlying
all European Union legislation dealing with control and limitation of radiation
doses. The standards set out in the Directive are mandatory for all Member
States and the requirements of the most recent Directive must be incorporated
into national law by the year 2000.

Some indications of the range of doses encountered in civil aviation can be
gained by looking at the results of actual measurements.
Figure 2 shows the response of a compensated Geiger tube instrument on a flight
from Dublin to New York and Figure 3 shows the response of a neutron detector
on the same flight.

Figure 4 shows the range of values that have been measured on flights at
different locations and different times during the past twenty to thirty years.

From these and other data some general conclusions can be drawn:
1. The exposure level does not depend (±5-10%) on the location in an

aircraft. When using rather massive shielding (15mm of Pb), dose equivalent rate
for both components increases by about 50% due to the formation of additional
secondaries .

2. Measured equivalent dose rates depend on geographical latitude
particularly for the region below about 50°. They decrease when going towards
the equator, more for neutrons (high LET) ( factor of 3 to 5 ) than for the
ionising (low LET) component (factor of 1.5 to 2.5 ).
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3. Total equivalent dose rates increase regularly with flight altitude,
being at 12 km roughly two times higher than at 9 km. The average increase for
each 2000 feet ((600m) is for >55° N about 16%.

4. Their values seem to be higher in the period 1974-76 (solar
minimum) than in 1991 (solar maximum). For comparable conditions the
agreement of old (1965-77) and new data is not worse than the estimated
experimental uncertainties. ,.

5. The contribution of the two components mentioned above to the total
dose equivalent is not too different for latitude >50° , their ratios varying from
0.7 to 1.3 for different experimental determinations.

6. Several authors tried to determine also the quality factor. The
obtained values are not in contradiction. For the total dose equivalent the average
QF value is equal to 2.05±0.28; for the high LET component 9.6±1.3.

7. Some experimental data and new theoretical analysis estimate that the
contribution of high Z - high LET component to the total dose equivalent would
be about 10 to 12%.

Clearly, the occupational exposure of air crew to cosmic radiation results
in doses which may not be negligible from the point of view of radiation
protection. The higher the flight altitudes and the longer the exposure , the
greater will be the doses involved. Some attempts have been made to develop
computer models which predict the radiation composition and flux at different
altitudes by looking at the various interactions and reaction products which result
from the primary cosmic radiation impinging on the atmosphere. Two
particularly successful models have been based on what are called the LUIN and
FLUKA codes. Generally speaking, the use of such models enables route doses
to be calculated for any flight path and allows variations in altitude and latitude
during the flight to be taken into account. One program for use on personal
computers, CARI - 3, is based on the LUIN package and has been developed by
Friedberg, Duke and Snyder of the Civil Aeromedical Institute, O"Brien of
Northern Arizona University, Parker of the University of Oklahoma, and Shea
and Smart of the United States Air Force Geophysical Laboratory. This program
has been used to calculate effective doses for typical routes shown in Figures 5
and 6.
The figures produced in this way agree reasonably well with measured values (
within about 20%) and tend to overestimate doses close to the equator and
slightly underestimate doses for routes close to the magnetic poles.
On the assumption of 1000 hours flying duty, it can be seen that annual doses for
some crew may approach 6 millisievert, which is the boundary between category
A and Category B workers.

The cosmic radiation is a generally stable source and, except in rare cases,
the dose rate at a given altitude will not change rapidly with time. Assessment of
doses by means of a computer program is therefore an acceptable way of
assessing doses to air crew. However, it is important that check measurements
should be made at reasonably frequent intervals to ensure that the computer



program is giving an acceptably accurate estimate of dose for purposes of
radiation protection.

The dose limit to the foetus during pregnancy is the subject of a specific
dose limit in the ICRP recommendations. These state that the dose to the foetus
should not exceed 1 millisievert for the remainder of the pregnancy once it has
been confirmed. For laboratory work, this limit is complied with by limiting
the dose at the surface of the abdomen to 2 millisievert. However, the cosmic
radiation is highly penetrating and experiments with phantoms have shown that a
cosmic ray dose of 1 millisievert at the surface of the abdomen entails a dose of 1
millisievert to the foetus.

It was mentioned earlier that on rare occasions, the dose rate is not stable
at a given altitude. This instability occurs because of solar activity.
The solar cosmic radiation is mainly produced by solar flares, sudden sporadic
eruptions of the chromosphere of the sun. They develop in minutes, the released
energies range between 1022 to 1025 joule. In the years of maximum solar activity
up to 10 flares occur, during the years of minimum solar activity in the average
only one event can be observed. The largest eruptions with more than 1010

particles per cm , in the average 1 to 3 per year take place at the end of the
period of maximum solar activity. Charged particles (mostly protons, some
helium and heavier ions) with energies up to several GeV are emitted. Not all
events produce particles that will reach the earth. A long term forecast of solar
flares is not possible, but there is some improvement of short-term forecasting in
the last years.

Solar flare particles contribute by the same mechanism as the galactic
cosmic rays to the radiation environment in the atmosphere.

A solar flare usually causes a magnetic storm at earth. This storm depresses
the magnetic field of the earth thereby decreasing the geomagnetic cut-off. In this
case more cosmic ray particle are able to penetrate into the atmosphere. On the
other hand disturbances of the interplanetary magnetic field may enforce the
solar modulation leading to a decrease of the galactic cosmic ray component.

The upper limit of the dose equivalent rate during the February 1956 flare
was about SOmSv.rr1 at 20km altitude. Of course this flare is the most important
from the known events and since then only flares for which the dose rates are
very much smaller have been observed. This is also confirmed through the
Concorde operation system; the Concorde alarm system threshold is fixed at
O.SmSv.h-1 and it was reputedly activated only once, during the solar flare on the
29th September 1989 . For this event the Space Environment Service Centre
calculated an equivalent dose rate of 1.lmSv.tr1 at an altitude of 19.8km above
the North Pole.

In spite of that, the contribution of solar flares to the total exposure could
not be entirely neglected. It was calculated that at 20km altitude it could be on
average up to about one half of the exposure due to galactic cosmic radiation. At
subsonic flight altitudes this contribution decreases to at most about one third of
exposure due to galactic cosmic radiation . However, real contributions observed
since the beginning of 60s1 are generally substantially lower than this.



Scientific units used in the assessment of radiation dose are generally
complex and require the use of weighting factors for different types of radiation
and tissue factors for different types of biological tissue. The values chosen for
these factors are arrived at as a consensus agreed by the radiation protection
profession and are of course subject to change as better information becomes
available. There is currently a view that the weighting factors recommended by
the ICRP for energetic protons and neutrons may be too high. If this is the case,
dose estimates for air crew may err on the high side. On the other hand, cosmic
radiation contains very high energy nucleons which are not encountered
elsewhere, although high energy particle accelerators can result in particle
energies of some hundreds of MeV and some high energy, high Z particles may
contribute a slightly higher dose than has been so far been estimated.
Radiation doses may be determined either by active or passive devices and this is
the basis of monitoring of radiation workers in research and in the nuclear
industry throughout the world. There have been many series of measurements of
radiation exposure of air crew on single and multiple flights on different routes
and at different times during the solar cycle. However, the problems of direct
measurement usually entail that such measurements be made by an experienced
scientist.
Cosmic radiation in the atmosphere is such a complex mixture of radiation types
that it is difficult to get a single instrument which is suitable for such
measurements. Passive devices such as film badges and track etch detectors have
also been used, but again present difficulties of interpretation and requirements of
multiple devices to accommodate the different types of radiation encountered.

In summary, air crew are the occupational group most highly exposed to
radiation. The radiation doses experienced by them are sufficiently high as to
require assessment on a regular basis and possible control by appropriate
rostering. There appears little possibility of the dose limit for workers being
exceeded, except possibly in the case of pregnant female crew. This category of
air crew should be the subject of special controls aimed at ensuring that the dose
limits for the foetus should not be exceeded.
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Figure 2

DOSE RATE FROM PENETRATING RADIATION
(Uncorrected)
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Figure 3
DOSE RATE FROM NEUTRONS
(Uncorrected)
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Figure 4: Typical values of total dose equivalent rates.

(trom European Commission Radiation Protection 85, EURADOS Report 1996-01)
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Figure 5

Effective doses for selected routes at solar min.

Short haul routes

Route

Dublin - Paris.

London - Rome

Right duration. Route dose
(effective)
(microsievert)

95 minutes 4.5

135 minutes

Frankfurt - Helsinki 160 minutes

Brussels - Athens 195 minutes

Lux'bourg - Madrid 130 minutes

Stockholm - Vienna 140 minutes

Lisbon - Munich 180 minutes

Copenhagen - Dublin 120 minutes

Amsterdam - M'chester 70 minutes

Dublin - Rome 180 minutes

6.7

10.0

9.8

5.5

8.2

9.1

7.1

3.0

10.0

Effective dose
per 1000 hours,
(millisievert)

2.8

3.0

3.7

3.0

2.6

3.5

3.0

3.5

2.6

3.3

Short haul routes assume a single cruise altitude of 36,000 ft;
20mins climb to cruise altitude and 20 mins descent to landing.
Flight durations are taken from published timetables.



Effective doses for selected routes at solar min.
Figure 6

Long haul routes.

Stockholm - Tokyo

Dublin - New York

Paris -Rio

Frankfurt - Bangkok

London - Toronto

Amsterdam - Vancouver

Los Angeles - Auckland

London - Johannesburg

Perth - Harare

Duration

605 minutes

450 minutes

675 minutes

630 minutes

490 minutes

645 minutes

760 minutes

655 minutes

665 minutes

Route dose(E)

(microsieveri

51

46

26

30

50

70

30

2.5

39

Brussels - Singapore 675 minutes 30

Effective dose
(E)/1000hrs

5.0

6.1

2.3

2.9

6.2

6.6

2.3

2.3

3.5

2.7

Long haul routes assume that 50% of the time at cruise altitude
is spent at 37,000ft and 50% at 41,000 ft. Time to reach cruise
altitude taken to be 30 minutes and descent time to landing
assumed to be 30 minutes. Flight durations are taken from
published timetables.


